
 TT Rockstars! 

A huge well done to Ryan (Year 4) for having the 
most improved rock score for 2 weeks running! 

Well done to Birch class and Maple 
class who had 77% of their class log-
ging on to TT Rockstars in the week 

before half term! 

Family Christmas Quiz Night 

 

As you may have seen from Mrs Bond’s letter last week, we are holding a Family Christmas Quiz night 

on Friday 7th December from 6pm.  Each team can be made up of up to            8 people at £10 per 

team entry.  Questions will be varied and aimed at both adults and children!  If you would like to join 

us, please just return the reply slip to school or pick up another copy of the letter from the school 

entrance! 

 

Battle of the Bands 

 

It’s the very first ‘Battle of the Bands’ this week in TT Rockstars with year 4 competing against year 5.  The more the children 

play on TT Rockstars, the more points their class ‘band’ receive.  We will be providing lots of opportunities for children to play 

in school—if you can encourage children to practise at home too, that would be fantatic!  Good luck to everyone in Ash and 

Birch class—results will be posted here soon! 

 

Poppy Appeal 

 

Poppies, and poppy stationary are now on sale in school.  All proceeds will be sent to the Royal British Legion.  Children can 

bring money into school to purchase the various remembrance items; they will also be on sale from the Snack Shack at the end 

of the week. 

 

Thank you 

 

A huge thank you to everyone for your Harvest contributions.  We will be delivering it all to the Sittingbourne food bank at the 

start of the week where it will be distributed in the Bank’s food parcels. 

Coming up: 

 

Monday 5th November 

Start of Battle of the Bands for 
Y4 and Y5 (finishes 11.11.18) 

Tuesday 6th November 

Phonics screen information 
event for parents 9am 

Wednesday 7th November 

Meeting for new year R in-
take—September 2019 at 5pm 

Thursday 8th November 

Y2/3 Rugby Event at Gore 
Court 

Friday 9th November 

Remembrance Day silence at 
11am 

Monday 12th November 

Battle of the Bands starts for Y2 
and Y3 

Wednesday 14th November 

Family Trust assemblies 

Friday 16th November 

Children in Need day (non-
uniform day, all contributions 
passed to Children in Need) 

 

Week Beginning Monday 5th November 2018 

Praise and Thank You! 
Sycamore The adults in year 6 would like to praise Oliwia, Luke S, Emily, Jayden and Alex for their hard-working attitude all week.  They would also like 

to praise James, Elizabeth, Neko and Thaddeus for their weaker one-handed catching skills in PE this week.  Finally they would like to thank all 
the children that did the home learning task(s) over the half term.  They were all superb and have made an excellent display in the classroom. 
Writer of the Week: Dannielle for her biography about Jordan Pickford 

Maths Master: Skye for her work classifying 2D shapes this week 

Birch The teachers in Birch class would like to praise Autumn, Graciemae and Alexia for working hard when completing research for their biography in 
literacy.  Well done also to Kamil, Graciemae, Lauren, Julia, Maleki, Mark and Amelia-Rose for working brilliantly in clarinets this week. 
Writer of the Week: Keira-Jane for writing a great Halloween character description 

Maths Master: Liam for working extremely hard when converting fractions into decimals 

Ash The teachers in Ash Class would like to praise Roxi and Reggie for successfully labelling the different parts of the ear and being able to explain the 
function of each section.  They would also like to praise Ben P and Ben W for working well as a team during PE this week. 
Writer of the Week: Jayden for writing an excellent introduction and first paragraph for his explanation text on how we hear sounds 

Maths Master: Artur for working out the difference between the two temperatures 

Beech Miss Searle and Mrs Terry would like to praise the whole class for their fantastic attitude and effort during literacy this week when planning and 
writing a persuasive letter to Mrs Andrews.  An extra well done to Rosie, Seanna, Ronnie H, Lilia, Jack, Carys, Mo, Harini, Mechola and Olivers 
for receiving their handwriting pen. 
Writer of the Week: Jack for using key vocabulary from the working wall to help develop his ideas when writing a persuasive letter 

Maths Master: Ronnie H for being resilient when trying to solve a very tricky developmental maths question 

Maple Mrs Bond, Mrs Woolley and Mrs Watson would like to praise Flynn on his excellent attendance in Term 1.  They would also like to praise Lottie, 
Ruby, Baylee, Chloe and Leia for always eagerly participating in lessons. 
Writer of the Week: Chloe for her excellent choice of vocabulary in her character description of Mr Incredible 

Maths Master: Evie for demonstrating excellent resilience skills when learning her times tables 

Willow Mrs Smith and Mrs Fletcher would like to praise all the children in Willow Class for their positive attitude to learning at the start of term 2! 
Writer of the Week: Matthew for a fantastic picture and description of a monster called ‘Bob’ for Monster Day! 

Maths Master: Paige for a good understanding of measuring volume filling bottles from empty to full 

Oak The teachers in Year R would like to praise and thank Naomi, Mason and Poppy W for always being happy and cheerful at school! 
Writer of the Week: Toby for trying hard to write neat letter shapes in handwriting sessions 

Maths Master: Archie for his great work on addition in choosing time this week 

Cherry The teachers in Cherry Class would like to praise Willano for having a much more settled week.  Praise also goes to Bentlee, George, Lilley and 
Zara for super phonics work this week. 
Writer of the Week: Miles for finding many objects beginning with the ‘t’ sound in our phonics sessions 

Maths Master: Joyzer for listening well when learning how to use the beebots 

Attendance 

Overall attendance for the school year to date is now at 96.5% 
after a great week—well done everyone, keep up the good 

work! 

A huge congratulations to  Birch class for having 100% attend-
ance for the first week back—you are superstars!  Enjoy your 

time with Reggie! 



News from around the school 

Nursery: In Cherry Class this week we are going to be ex-
ploring the Diwali festival.  We will be creating our own Diva 

lamps and exploring different aspects of the festival. 

In PE we will be developing our balancing skills. 

We will also be going on a shape hunt to see what we can find 

and thinking of reasons to ask ‘why’ questions! 

Star of the Week: Emilia for having a great first week 
back and being more confident during our group ac-

tivities. 

Reception: Welcome back to a new term, we hope you all had a restful 
break.  This term our learning project is, ‘Can I switch it on?’.  This topic will 
allow us to look at lots of different technology that is used now and has been 
in the past.  This will, of course, give us the opportunity to use lots of types of 
technology at school but will also allow us to think about how we can stay 
safe using technology and also what it would be like if we weren’t able to use 
it!  If you haven’t already sent back your child’s technology audit, please do so 

as soon as you can, thank you. 

Don’t forget our phonics sharing sessions start this week (details on Tapestry) 
and as we get closer to our school trip, please make sure you have returned 

the completed consent form. 

We have been very impressed with all the children for settling back into the 
new term so well, thank you to all our families for the support you have given 
to the children over the half term break!  We have seen some lovely writing 

since we got back!  We look forward to a very busy but exciting term 2! 

Star of the Week: Amber for always showing a positive attitude 

towards her learning 

Year 1: It was lovely to welcome all the children back to Willow Class for term 2.  The 
adults would like to praise and thank all the children in Willow Class for a positive 

attitude to learning at the start of this term. 

In Willow Class lots of learning has taken place this week.  In Literacy we have been 
identifying the features of an acrostic poem.  We created a class acrostic poem called 

‘Willow’ and hot seated Shrek!  Finally, we wrote our own acrostic poems for CASTLE. 

Measuring has been our focus in maths.  We have measured different footprints including 
a dinosaur’s and weighed objects to see if they are heavier, lighter or balanced.  We have 
learnt about capacity and volume and predicted how many spoons of rice it would take 
to fill containers before testing.  Also, we have been filling bottles and thinking about 
empty and full!  Finally, we have been looking at time and discussing quicker, slower, 

earlier and later vocabulary. 

In phonics we are continuing with phase three and our digraphs this week are ‘wh’, ‘ar’, 

‘or’.  Our common exception words are ‘all’ and ‘look’. 

In History we have learnt about Isambard Kingdom Brunel and the structures he de-
signed including the Thames Tunnel and Paddington Station.  The children then hot-

seated Brunel to find out how he got his ideas. 

Our PE days are Mondays and Fridays, please make sure PE kits are in school on these 

days.  Thank you. 

Star of the Week: Danni for a positive attitude coming into school, greeting 

me with a smile and her efforts during the daily mile. 

Year 2: This week in literacy we will be listening to the story of Charlie 
Stinky Socks.  We will be focusing on character descriptions, learning and 
identifying the key features in order to help us write our own description of 
Charlie.  During the week we will also focus on generating and up levelling 

vocabulary to ensure our character descriptions are powerful. 

In maths we will be learning how to read and interpret bar charts and picto-
grams.  We will then gather data, using a tally chart.  We will use our new 

skills to help us put the data collected into a bar chart and pictogram. 

Our class reader this term is ‘The Worst Witch’ by Jill Murphy.  All our guid-
ed reading sessions will focus on this story.  The children have already been 
introduced to the book and are taking pleasure in discussing what Mildred 

Hubble will get up to next! 

As you are aware, we are taking the children to Leeds Castle on Friday 22nd 
November, please can permission slips be returned to school as soon as 

possible. 

This term our PE days remain the same; Monday and Wednesday.  Please 

ensure your child has  PE kit in school on these days. 

Star of the Week: John for independently participating in the daily 

mile each day. 

Year 3: This week in Beech Class year 3 will be applying their knowledge and 
understanding of multiplication and division.  The children will begin the week 
by securing their understanding of the bus stop, grid or number line method 

before applying their knowledge to solve tricky word problems. 

In Literacy the children will be writing a non-chronological report about how 
the human ear works.  The children have briefly learnt about the 3 main 
sections of the ear but they will continue to develop their understanding 

through their own research. 

PE—please ensure your child has their PE kit in school  We have PE on Mon-

day and Wednesday. 

Star of the Week: Cassielle for taking more pride in presenting all 

of her work. 

Year 4: This week in literacy we will be reading Peter and the Wolf.  We will 
then be writing our own narratives based on events from the book.  While in 
maths, we will be developing our knowledge of addition and subtraction.  We 
will then be applying these skills to answer a range of problems.  In our topic 
lesson we will be exploring how vibrations are created and investigating 

whether we can change their pitch. 

Forest School will begin this week on Thursday 8th; please can children bring 

in an old pair of clothes and wellies? 

PE is on a Monday and Thursday, however, can PE kits please be in school 

every day. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

Star of the Week: Elly for her superb concentration and effort in all 

lessons this week, especially during her literacy work.   

Year 5: This week in Maths the children will be focusing on deci-
mals: ordering and comparing numbers with decimals, rounding num-
bers to the nearest decimal place and solving problems based on 

money.   

In literacy this week, the children will be writing adverts to persuade 
people to stop smoking.  We will be learning about all the negative 

effects smoking has on the human body, mind and relationships.   

Our topic lessons will be based on healthy eating; we will be planning 
a healthy three course meal and looking at different food packaging 

to determine which foods are healthy and which are not. 

Star of the Week: Amelia-Rose for always being helpful 

Year 6: A warm welcome back to a jam-packed term 2!  This week 
our focus in Maths remains Geometry.  We will also be pulling in our 
knowledge of the previous week’s learning and discussing the proper-

ties of 3D shapes—have they got perpendicular lines, parallel lines? 

In literacy we will be writing a prequel focused around why the Tin-
man (from the Wizard of Oz’ has no heart.  The children will be 
expected to use their understanding of semi-colons and complex 

sentences to write their own. 

In topic we will be looking at different food groups and how much 

our body needs when we eat our daily meals. 

Star of the Week: Lucy S for her ‘Blood Heart’ homework 

that she produced over the half term. 


